
Ways to

Take-home ideas wedding 
guests will adore.

Simple Wedding Favors
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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Fast Stack
Assembling a few premade elements is 
so easy, and it’ll still give off made-with-
love vibes. This pair of kraft boxes turns 

into a curated favor set with the help 
of ribbon, a fabric flower and a tag.  

Seeing Spots
Polka-dotted bags are cute on their 
own, but they’re even sweeter with 
matching tags. Layer store-bought 

tags onto cardstock and incorporate a 
3D element (resin flower) for this look.  

Stop and Stamp
The Paper Crafts Department 
carries loads of wedding-
friendly stamps—that’s where 
we got the designs for these 
muslin swatches. Then we 
stitched the fabric onto 
classic burlap favor bags.
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Tin Win
Smaller guest list, bigger favor budget? 
Go for containers that guests can reuse

after the goodies are gone. We jazzed up 
favor tins with paper flowers, adhesive 
rhinestone strips and scrapbook paper.
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Warm Up
Here’s the coziest way to send 

off your supporters—with a down-
home s’mores kit. The peekaboo 

lace cello bags are perfect for 
showing off goodies inside. And 
for the tag, simply print or write 

onto scrapbook paper. 

Go For Simple
When you buy readymade 

containers like these, it’s super 
easy to add small-scale, big-impact 

updates. We swapped the twine 
for ribbon and added a layered 

cardstock tag for this cutie.

Small Wonders
Details make the big day feel special—
turns out, they make guests feel the 

same way. We outlined the laser 
cut designs on these boxes with 

a glue pen and glitter and 
backed the lid with cardstock.  



Match Maker
Because on your day, sparks are 

flying (literally). Glass favor jars make 
perfect takeaways—dress them up with 

papers, tapes and a scallop-punched 
medallion. Tip: Glue sandpaper to the 

tops for striking. Just be sure to 
use strike-anywhere matches.

Box Trot
Here’s a quick favor idea that still 
feels intimate: ready-to-assemble 
boxes. They come with designs on 

them, so all you need to do is add a 
simple grosgrain ribbon and tissue 

paper in your colors. 
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Good As Gold
The gorgeous gold lettering is done for 
you, so all that’s left to do is add the 
finishing touches to these favor sacks. 
Glitter tape, doily die-cuts and a simple 
striped ribbon should do the trick.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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